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ABSTRACT
The digital fringe projection has been widely used in the field of surface imaging however
its application in the field of body imaging especially for human breasts is still quite
limited. Currently, the common imaging modality for breast tumor diagnoses are breast
ultrasound and mammogram. There are advantages and limitations of using the
mammogram and ultrasound in terms of the procedure of the process and the non-invasive
nature of the procedure. In this work, an automated digital fringe projection system is
developed to execute the imaging of surface changes of a helical shaped phantom breast.
The fringe projection setup utilizes a computer, LCD projector, and a CCD camera. The
tumor used was round-shaped with a diameter size of 1.5 and 2 cm. The fringe pattern was
projected through the three-step phase shift where a resulting phase map was obtained.
Results demonstrated that the system was able to identify an average pixel shift of five and
ten on the breast surface caused by the presence of the round breast tumors.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Early detection of breast cancer has been known to increase the survival rate of breast cancer
patients. In the United States, breast cancer survival rates have increased from 75% in 19751977 to 90% in 2003-2009 [1]. The increase of breast cancer survival rates is due to the early
diagnose of breast tumor screening and increasing awareness of breast cancer among
women [2][3]. Some of the main factors that influence the survival rate of breast cancer patients
are the tumor size and the number of axillary lymph nodes involved during the early stage of
detection [4]. Early detection of breast cancer tumors may avoid cancer from metastasizing to
other body organs. Since the primary focus of this work is on the tumor that causes changes to
the surface of the breast, it is an important indicator to identify that the tumor size in the early
stages of breast cancer is less than 2 cm [5].
Currently, the most common imaging modalities for breast tumor diagnose are mammography
and breast ultrasound. The mammography which is known to apply a low dose of x-ray to
observe within the breast has been known to provide false-positive (tumor is mistaken for
being malignant) and false-negative (tumor mistaken for being benign) results after
confirmation with biopsy [6]. One of the main causes for these differing results was due to the
density of the breast. The breast ultrasound, on the other hand, is another option for breast
cancer screening for the dense breast. The advantage of breast ultrasound is that it is radiationfree and more tolerable for patients.
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Although the breast ultrasound is more sensitive towards the dense breast, the image
interpretation of the ultrasound highly depends on the expertise of the radiologist. Another
imaging modality that has been frequently used is the Computer-Aided Diagnose (CAD). The
CAD imaging requires the images from a mammogram or ultrasound for the image processing,
image segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. CAD system has been highly known
to assist the radiologist in classifying tumors [7].
The imaging modality to be applied in this work is a digital fringe projection system and is used
to identify surface changes of a breast due to the presence of tumors [8]. The digital fringe
projection utilizes the phase-shifting concept mainly comprising of a computer, light projection
and image capturing. The digital fringe projection has been previously applied in various
applications namely 3D surface shape and deformation measurement [9][10], surface profiles of
electronic and semiconductor industry [11] and old sophisticated artifact objects [12]. In the
field of human body imaging, the digital fringe projection has been known to provide a worthy
3D topography of the human body [13]. In-vivo various human skin type has also been imaged
using fringe projection although test subjects of patients with skin cancer have not been tested
[14]. The images captured from the fringe projection has also been used to identify the postural
formation of boys and girls and their tendency to develop into structural scoliosis [15][16]. The
application of digital fringe projection on the human body has been proven to be applicable in
identifying certain diseases that correspond with external structure changes of the human body.
Digital fringe projection is also a non-invasive method where the only light is used as the source
of imaging rather than the use of x-rays or gamma rays. Therefore, the digital fringe projection
to be applied in this work will identify the surface changes of a phantom helical breast caused
by the presence of round shaped tumors. Round shaped tumors with a diameter of 1.5 and 2 cm
are used as tumors since tumor size during stage 1 and 2 are less than 2 cm [5]. The fringe
projection will be based on fringe phase shifting and pixel coordinate tracking.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology consists of three main components of the digital fringe projection
system which are the digital fringe projection setup, fringe pattern development and fringe
calibration based on fringe visibility.
2.1

Digital Fringe Projection Setup

The digital fringe projection setup that was developed is based on the phase-shifting technique.
The setup mainly comprises of a computer, LCD projector (Panasonic PTLW80NTEA) and a
1392 x 1040 resolution CCD camera (AVT Marlin F-146C), as shown in Figure 1. The projector
was used as the source of structured light while the CCD camera was used as a means of
capturing the projected fringe. Both the projector and the camera communicate with the same
computer. The projection angle of the projector was also set to not exceed 45 degrees to avoid
shadows from the projection and to obtain uniform illumination on the test reference
setup [17]. The processing of a fringe pattern is executed using the UU image processing
software [18]. The tumor was inserted into the helical breast sample through an automated
insertion mechanism using Arduino microcontrollers with a servo motor gear mechanism. The
servo motor movement was programmed to rotate a gear that was connected to the tumor
sample thus enabling it to move in a bidirectional vertical axis.
The fabrication of breast tumors has been extensively constructed by some researchers during
the last decade. Most of the researchers mainly applied a mixture of water, oil, and gelatin
[19][20]. The tumor sample fabricated in this work comprised of a mixture of oil, water, and
flour with a ratio of 10:40:50. The mixture was stirred in a beaker for 10 minutes. Once the
mixture began to slightly harden, round-shaped tumor samples were then formed with a
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diameter of 1.5 and 2 cm. Once a tumor has been fabricated, the tumor sample must be
immediately inserted into the phantom helical breast for fringe image capturing in order to
avoid the tumor becoming too hard thus reducing its elasticity characteristics.

Figure 1. Digital fringe projection setup comprising of the CCD camera, helical breast sample, LCD
projector and fringe patterns generated through the computer.

2.2

Fringe Pattern Development

The fringe pattern was developed using the C++ language and was applied to generate three
fringe patterns with different phases. The phase is shifted every 2π/3 radians respectively for
the three different fringe patterns. Since phase shifting is executed based on computergenerated fringe patterns, phase shifting becomes more accurate and no physical device is
involved for the phase shifting process. The three fringe patterns of different phases were then
projected onto the helical shaped breast with the presence of the phantom tumor within the
breast. The mathematical descriptions of these three fringe patterns are shown in Equation (1),
(2) and (3) [8]:
I1  A(i, j )  B(i, j ) cos  (i, j )

2
I 2  A(i, j )  B(i, j ) cos[ (i, j ) 
]
3
4
I 3  A(i, j )  B(i, j ) cos[ (i, j ) 
]
3

(1)
(2)
(3)

where: I1, I2, I3 : Recorded Intensity of fringe pattern
A (i,j) : Uniform background intensity
B (i,j) : Amplitude of sinusoidal waveform
φ (i,j) : Phase angle at point (i,j)
Phase mapping is then executed based on the three-step phase-shifting algorithm by evaluating
𝜙(𝑖, 𝑗) simultaneously with Equation (1), (2) and (3) which leads to Equation (4):
 (i, j )  tan 1[

2.3

3[ I 3 (i, j )  I 2 (i, j )]
]
2 I1 (i, j )  I 2 (i, j )  I 3 (i, j )

(4)

Fringe Pattern Calibration based on Fringe Visibility

Once the fringe projection system has been set up with the fringe projection, calibration has to
be done in order to optimize the accuracy of fringe images for pixel location analysis of the
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helical phantom breast. The calibration of the setup involves the camera alignment and its
aperture where fringe contrast is used. Fringe contrast of the setup is essential to reduce errors
of the pixel tracing from the fringe image [21]. Once a projector has been aligned with the
reference plane, the CCD camera’s aperture was experimented to obtain higher Fringe Visibility
(FV) in order to achieve higher fringe contrast. FV was obtained as in Equation (5). The aperture
of the CCD camera used was f/1.4, f/2, f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8, f/11 and f/16.

FV 

I max  I min
I max  I min

(5)

where: Imax : Maximum intensity of the bright fringe
Imin : Minimum intensity of the dark fringe
The FV from the varied apertures of the CCD camera is tabulated in Table 1. The maximum
possible intensity to be obtained is a grayscale value of 255 while the minimum possible value
for the dark fringe is a phase value of 0 which corresponds with the range [–π, +π]. Other phase
values are linearly associated with the pixel intensity from 0 to 255. Based on the intensity of
the bright (Imax) and dark (Imin) fringe obtained from the different aperture, it can be clearly seen
that the aperture size of f/5.6 has the highest intensity and a relatively low dark fringe intensity
thus providing fringe visibility of 0.81. A lower aperture value provides a wider aperture size
which results in a shallow depth of field thus contributing to the small difference of intensity
between the bright and dark fringe as demonstrated by the fringe visibility obtained from
aperture size f/1.4 – f/4. Aperture size ranging from f/5.6 – f/16 provides a deeper depth of
field, therefore, creating a contrast between the bright and dark fringe. Based on the fringe
visibility obtained from the different aperture size, an aperture size of f/5.6 is selected for the
fringe projection as shown in Figure 2.
Table 1 Fringe visibility of fringe patterns at different camera apertures
Aperture
f/1.4
f/2
f/2.8
f/4
f/5.6
f/8
f/11
f/16

Imax
255.00
255.00
255.00
255.00
255.00
200.00
140.00
55.00

Imin
237.68
224.36
227.64
99.71
26.86
45.00
27.14
15.00

FV
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.44
0.81
0.63
0.68
0.57

Figure 2. Fringe pattern visibility for aperture f/5.6.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1

Processing of Fringe Pattern Analysis

The three fringe patterns generated by C++ coding was shifted by 2π/3 radians on the computer
and projected onto the surface of the helical phantom breast. The 2π/3 radians phase shift was
selected due to its suitability in obtaining phase map image without noise distortion. The 2π/3
phase shift is commonly adopted in the three-step phase shift fringe projection compared to the
π/2 phase shift of four-step fringe projection due to the least amount of measurement time
required [22] [23] [24]. Each of the three shifted fringe patterns image were recorded with the
CCD camera. The phase mapping algorithm was applied to the three recorded images to obtain
the wrapped phase image as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Phase map image of the helical shaped breast obtained from the phase-shifting process.

Once the phase map image was obtained, pixel coordinates of the helical shaped breast without
tumor were mapped with digital markers as illustrated in Figure 4. A total of 156 digital
markers were used with a distance of 80 pixels separating them. The location of the digital
markers covered the entire helical breast surface area.

Figure 4. Phase map image of the helical shaped breast obtained from the phase-shifting process.

The 1.5 and 2 cm tumors were then inserted into the phantom breast where a surface variation
of the breast occurs thus enabling the pixel coordinate tracking to be executed. The grayscale
values obtained from the wrapped phase image of both tumors were determined for pixel
tracking. Values of the grayscale value range from 0 - 255 correspondings with the fringe width.
Comparisons were then made between the grayscale values of the different tumor sizes with the
reference helical phantom breast. If a variation of grayscale value is found on each of the breast
surfaces with the tumors, pixel tracing was then executed and compared to the initial breast
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surface to determine the equal grayscale value. Once the grayscale value has been traced, the
new coordinate point will then be used to determine the changes of the helical breast surface
caused by the presence of the tumors.
3.2

Pixel Coordinate Tracking from Fringe Analysis

Based on the digital markers which were marked on the phase map image of the reference
breast sample and breast tumor samples, a variation of grayscale value can be observed. The
variation of the grayscale value caused by the presence of 1.5 and 2 cm tumor is shown in Figure
5. The blue line is the coordinate mapping of the helical breast without the presence of a tumor
while the red dash line is coordinate mapping of the helical breast with the presence of a 1.5 cm
tumor. The green dotted line illustrates the mapping of the helical breast with the presence of a
2 cm tumor. The shifting of pixel location is evident for the 1.5 cm tumor at x-axis 970 and 1050
where the pixel coordinates shift with an average of five pixels from the reference coordinates.
It can be clearly seen that the other digital coordinate markers overlap with each other
indicating that the tumor only causes a pixel change at the location of breast insertion.

Figure 5. Pixel coordinate mapping of 1.5 and 2 cm round-shaped breast tumor markers for phase map
image of a helical breast.

The presence of a tumor was also detected at the x-axis of 970 and 1050 for the 2 cm tumor.
However, the pixel coordinate shift is slightly larger than the 1.5 cm tumor where the pixel shift
is roughly 10 from the reference map as shown in Figure 6. The major pixel shift at 970 and
1050 axis are caused by the location of tumor insertion which is placed at the chest cavity of the
helical breast just below the breast nipple area.
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Figure 6. Pixel shift comparison of 1.5 and 2 cm at x-axis 970 and 1050.

The round tumor size of 2 cm clearly causes a larger pixel location shift compared to a tumor
size of 1.5 cm due to the larger tumor size. The results obtained from the pixel shift caused by
the tumors are also similar to previous results obtained from a similar helical phantom breast
[8]. The difference from their work was based on the larger pixel shift obtained caused by using
a metal screw as their tumor. Screws are stiff and cause a larger displacement to the breast
surface. The force of the circular and round tumor causes changes to the surrounding breast
tissue thus causing a surface change of the helical breast. This is also due to the elastic and stiff
nature of the tumor compared to normal breast tissue [25]. Both benign and malignant tumors
are significantly stiff and elastic which causes a displacement within the breast. Malignant
tumor with a size of 1.5 and 2 cm are within the borders of a stage 2 breast carcinoma. This will
possibly enable the digital fringe projection system to detect possible early symptoms of breast
cancer.
4. CONCLUSION
The digital fringe projection system employed in this work has demonstrated its capability in
identifying surface breast changes caused by the presence of tumor size of 1.5 cm and 2 cm. The
system which employs fringe phase shifting and pixel coordinate tracing was able to distinguish
the displacement occurring on the breast surface caused by the round-shaped breast tumors.
This implies that the digital fringe projection system can also be applied as a non-invasive
imaging modality for breast cancer screening. A possible improvement to the fringe projection
system will be to employ smaller tumor sizes to optimize its capability in detecting smaller
round shaped tumors. Although the developed fringe projection setup was able to determine
surface changes of the helical breast, the further test still needs to be done on in vivo patients
who are known to have early stages of breast tumor progression.
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